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Reflections on God’s
revealed truth
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The critics of government spending are at their 

loudest when taxpayers’ money is wasted. The 

loudest cry goes up when large amounts of money 

are spent—sometimes hundreds of millions of 

dollars—on projects that were mis-designed from 

the start and never reached their full potential, or 

were scrapped altogether.

For instance, a gigantic, modernistic airport 

outside a Colorado city stood idle after it was 

built—usage projections were wildly off the mark. 

A massive dam built in Tennessee was never used 

and later demolished—scores of millions of dollars 

wasted. No one minds purchasing things that are 

practical and a good value. But “overpriced and 

underused” doesn’t make sense to anyone.

The reason it doesn’t make sense to us is 

because it doesn’t make sense to God. He is on 

record in the universe as having made the most 

expensive purchase in history when he bought 

his human creation out of the marketplace of sin. 

That’s why “Redeemer” is one of God’s names. To 

redeem something meant to purchase it, to pay 

a price for it. And the price God paid for sinners 

was the life of his one and only Son, Jesus Christ. 

All Christians who understand the incalculable 

worth of their redemption from sin praise God 

that he spared no expense for their salvation. But 

there is something connected to God’s being our 

Redeemer that we miss: He wants to guide us into 

the purpose behind his purchase. 

Would it have been reasonable for God to 

redeem us from sin for no purpose? No—and this 

is made clear in the Bible. For instance, Paul says 

in Ephesian 2:10 that we were saved “to do good 

works, which God prepared in advance for us to 

do.” Even Jesus recognized his point and purpose 

in coming to earth (John 17:4). If God had a 

purpose in our redemption, we can rest assured 

that he will guide us into it.

When we wonder if God will show us the way, 

we need only remember the price he paid for us. 

As our Redeemer, he will not leave us confused 

or without direction. He will guide us into the 

purpose for his purchase.

God’s Promise to You: 

“ Purpose is part of redemption; I will 
guide you into that purpose.”

THE PROMISES OF GOD
PURCHASED FOR A PURPOSE—ISAIAH 48:17      

NOVEMBER 2017

 God, where would I be if You did not reveal 

Yourself in your Word? My knowledge of You 

would be limited to inferences I draw from the 

natural world, and I could never have known 

that You love me and have gone to unfathomable 

lengths to draw me to Yourself. Your revelation 

of Your works and ways in Scripture is the 

foundational authority for truth in my life, and it 

bristles with implications for how I should order 

my steps from day to day. Grant that I will seek 

more diligently to expose myself to its teachings 

and counsel, and that I would meditate on and 

memorize truths from the Bible. As I read and 

refl ect on the Scriptures, I gain a wisdom and 

perspective I could never attain otherwise, and 

my soul is nourished with great thoughts about 

who You are and what You have done.

A teaching letter encouraging believers
to develop a clear mind and a warm heart.
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GET KEN BOA’S
SELECTED STUDIES
These selected spiritual resource titles are available at a 
discount from Kenboa.org and are great resources for 
personal bible study, small group discussions, or as gifts 
for a friend. 

 Be sure to take advantage of these 
great offers while quantities last. 

Life in the Presence of God
         Practices for Living in Light of Eternity

Ken’s latest book, available November 7, 2017, is 

about experiencing God in the everyday. It’s an 

intensely practical book, with relevance for every 

believer, and focuses on how to “practice the 

presence of God,”  not only in the few minutes of 

“quiet time” in the morning but throughout each 

day—in our “noisy times” too. Learn to cultivate an 

eternal perspective and awareness of God through 

dozens of exercises and helpful tips.

Life in the Presence of God  $17  + shipping

This item can be ordered through our online bookstore

at KenBoa.org  (www.kenboa.org/shop/) . 

ctices for Living in Light of Ete

 We invite you to visit Ken’s website to 
see the growing number of resources 
that are available to help you in your 
thinking and practice. Previous issues 
of the Refl ections newsletter are also 
available on the website.
 (Georgia residents: please add 8% sales tax)
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The God Who Speaks
After he wrote the book The God Who 

Is There, Francis Schaeffer wrote several 

follow-up volumes including He Is There 
and He Is Not Silent, which was written 

to deal with the most fundamental of 

all questions: How do we know what we 

know?  Schaeffer’s answer to that question 

is simple: The God who is both infinite 

and personal not only exists but he exists 

as a communicator.  The foundational 

assumption of Scripture is not simply that 

God exists, but that he has communicated 

with us through the prophets and 

apostles, and most decisively through 

the personal revelation of his incarnate 

Son.  As a personal and relational being, 

God is a communicator.  William Barry 

and William Connolly write, “Our faith 

tells us that God communicates with us 

whether we know it or not…. He shares 

himself with us even when we do not 

know that he is doing so…. We are being 

‘spoken to’ continuously.”

Psalm 19 contains a description of two 

ways in which God has communicated 

with us: general revelation and special 

revelation:

The heavens declare the glory of God; 
the skies proclaim the work of his hands.  
Day after day they pour forth speech; 
night after night they display knowledge.  
There is no speech or language where 
their voice is not heard.  Their voice 
goes out into all the earth, their words 
to the ends of the world.  In the heavens 

he has pitched a tent for the sun, which 
is like a bridegroom coming forth from 
his pavilion, like a champion rejoicing 
to run his course.  It rises at one end of 
the heavens and makes its circuit to the 
other; nothing is hidden from its heat.

Psalm 19:1-6

The fi rst six verses of this wisdom psalm 

present God’s general revelation to us through 

the power, order and beauty of nature.  This 

revelation is general because it is available 

to all people.  Without speech or language, 

the stars eloquently point beyond themselves 

to the One who created and sustains them.  

Therefore no one is really ignorant of God’s 

existence; his “invisible qualities – his eternal 

power and divine nature – have been clearly 

seen, being understood from what has been 

made, so that men are without excuse” 

(Romans 1:20).

In verses 7-11, David moves from general 

to special revelation, from nature to the 

written Word:

The law of the Lord is perfect, reviving 
the soul.  The statutes of the Lord are 
trustworthy, making wise the simple.  The 
precepts of the Lord are right, giving joy to 
the heart.  The commands of the Lord are 
radiant, giving light to the eyes.  The fear 
of the Lord is pure, enduring forever.  The 
ordinances of the Lord are sure and altogether 
righteous.  They are more precious than gold, 
than much pure gold; they are sweeter than 
honey, than honey from the comb.  By them 
is your servant warned; in keeping them 
there is great reward.
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God’s Word richly blesses and empowers 

those who learn from and follow it.  God 

communicates with us in Scripture not merely 

to inform us, but also to transform us.  The 

New Testament writers are in full agreement 

with this sentiment:

All Scripture is God-breathed and is 
useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting 
and training in righteousness, so that the 
man of God may be thoroughly equipped 
for every good work.

2 Timothy 3:16-17

For the word of God is living and 
active.  Sharper than any double-edged 
sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul 
and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges 
the thoughts and attitudes of the heart.  
Nothing in all creation is hidden from 
God’s sight.  Everything is uncovered and 
laid bare before the eyes of him to whom 
we must give account.

Hebrews 4:12-13

There are benefits attached to consistent 

exposure to the God-breathed Word.  The 

Holy Spirit speaks through the pages of 

Scripture into our hearts if we will only 

come with open hearts and open Bibles 

into his presence.  The Bible isn’t merely 

a book; it is a letter from God to us.  In it, 

he communicates who he is, how he wants 

to know us, how we can respond to his 

gracious offer and the best way to order our 

lives according to our inherent design.  The 

Bible is a map to the abundant life God 

offers us as his children.

I came to faith in the early part of the 

summer of 1967, but I had been exposed to 

the Bible before that night.  I had learned 

Bible verses as a child, but they never meant 

anything to me.  It was like memorizing 

bits and phrases of Shakespeare or quotes 

from Mark Twain.  They were useful to 

season a conversation with, but they were 

far from life-changing.  After I became a 

Christian, however, it started to become 

clear to me that these Bible verses are 

qualitatively different from Shakespeare 

and Mark Twain.  The concepts found in 

the Bible have the potential to radically 

alter the course of a person’s life.  I knew 

almost immediately that I needed to go 

somewhere to devote a good portion of 

my life to learning the Bible.  Within 

six months I went from being a graduate 

student in Berkeley, California with long 

hair to being a student at Dallas Seminary.  

I was willing to cut my hair and wear 

a coat and tie to class every day (a real 

culture shock for a former hippie) just so I 

could learn everything I could about God’s 

blueprint for my life.

But as great as the Bible is, God’s highest 

form of communication is his personal 

revelation through Jesus Christ:

In the past God spoke to our forefathers 

through the prophets at many times and 

in various ways, but in these last days 

he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he 

appointed heir of all things, and through 

whom he made the universe.  The Son is 

the radiance of God’s glory and the exact 

representation of his being, sustaining all 

things by his powerful word.

Hebrews 1:1-3a

Jesus Christ came to make it possible for 

us to know the Father.  “All things have 

been committed to me by my Father.  No 

one knows the Father except the Son and 

those to whom the Son chooses to reveal 

him” (Matthew 11:27).  Because God has 

taken the initiative, he has made it possible 

for us to know him, and he invites us to 

communicate with him personally through 

Scripture and through prayer.
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THE CHORUS
OF INFOTAINMENT

CommunicationSkills
( Part 2)

 The loss of meaning and substance is 
not entirely a modern problem, though the 
trend is rapidly gaining momentum. As C. S. 
Lewis once observed, logic seems no longer 
to be valued as a subject in our schools. This 
is startling when you consider how much 
we seem to value the constant surge of 
information and factoids. T.S. Eliot’s lament 
from “The Rock” seems a heretical voice in 
the chorus of infotainment. 

Where is the Life we have lost in living? 
Where is the wisdom we have lost in 
knowledge? 
Where is the knowledge we have lost in 
information? 
The cycles of Heaven in twenty centuries 
bring us farther from God and nearer to the Dust.


